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ON WARING'S PROBLEM:

TWO CUBES AND SEVEN BIQUADRATES

1

Introduction

By

Jorg Brudern and Trevor D. Wooley1

Additive problems involving sums of small powers of natural numbers form a

convenient area for the development and investigation of new techniques within

the Hardy-Littlewood method. In accordance with recent progress in Waring's

problem for cubes, and for biquadrates, respectable advances have been made in

our understanding of the representation of large integers as mixed sums of cubes

and biquadrates. For each natural number r, let B(r) denote the least integer s

with the property that all sufficientlylarge integers are the sum of r cubes and s

biquadrates. Then in the current state of knowledge, one has the upper bound

B(r) < F(r), where the values Fir) are described in the following table.

r

F(r)

1 2

9 8

3 4 5 6

6 5 3 2

7

0

Here, the values of F(r) for 1 < r < 3 are due to Kawada and Wooley [11], and

for r = 5,6 they are due to Brudern [3]. For r = 7, of course, the conclusion

implicit in the table is the celebrated result of Linnik [12] that all sufficiently large

integers are the sum of seven positive integral cubes. When r = 4, meanwhile, the

desired conclusion is not immediately available from the literature, but follows

directly from a result of Brudern [3] to the effect that almost all positive integers

are the sum of three positive integral cubes and a biquadrate, together with a

result of Kawada and Wooley [11] to the effect that almost all positive integers

are the sum of four biquadrates and a positive integral cube (indeed, such a

conclusion was noted in [11]). The purpose of this paper is to exploit recent
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developments in the circlemethod so as to improve the upper bound for B(2)

implicitin the above table.

Theorem 1. Let v(n) denote the number of representationsof the natural

number n as the sum of two positiveintegralcubes and seven biquadrates.Then

v(≪)≫≪43/36(log≪)-1.

The conclusion of Theorem 1 shows, in particular, that the entry F(2) = 8 in

the above table may now be replaced by F{2) = 7. We note that our methods are

of sufficient power to establish a lower bound for v(w) in which the factor

(log≪)~ is replaced by a very small positive power of n. However, we fall short

of the lower bound v(≪)≫ nxlln suggested by a formal application of the Hardy-

Littlewood method.

The ideas underlying our proof of Theorem 1 are simple to describe, though

putting them into effect entails some technical difficulties.Our starting point in §2

is an estimate for the seventh moment of a biquadratic smooth Weyl sum

significantly sharper than any available hitherto, and this we establish by means

of the "breaking classical convexity" device of Wooley [19]. Following some

preliminary work in §3, we move on in §4 to incorporate the latter estimate into

an upper bound for a mean value, involving two cubic exponential sums and

seven biquadratic exponential sums, by means of an efficient differencing process

restricted to minor arcs. The bound here is obtained via a modification of a

method due to Vaughan [13], the novel use of an odd number of generating

functions having recently arisen in work of the authors [7] concerning sums of

three cubes and a sixth power. The estimates established thus far narrowly

provide a satisfactory bound for the contribution of a rather thin set of minor

arcs in our application of the Hardy-Littlewood method, and there remains the

problem of handling the corresponding set of major arcs. The latter difficulty is

surmounted in §§4-6 by negotiating a sequence of pruning manoeuvres, both on

the differenced and undifferenced sides of the efficient differencing procedure.

Pruning techniques of Briidern [2, 4] and Briidern, Kawada and Wooley [5] play

a prominent role in this somewhat lengthy process.

The estimation of the seventh moment of a biquadratic smooth Weyl sum

entails bounding a sequence of moments of such smooth Weyl sums. Since these

estimates may be of some independent interest in future work associated with

sums of biquadrates, we record these estimates in a table in §2 for ease of

reference. We highlight the most interesting of these estimates in Theorem 2

below, and to facilitate the statement of the latter we require some notation.
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When P is a positivenumber, and 2 < R < P, write s4(P,R) for the set of

i?-smooth numbers up to P, thatis

sf(P,R) = {ne [l,P]f＼Z:p＼n,p prime =>p < R}.

Also, define

/(a;fi,*)= Y,

xe,s/(Q,R)

e(ax4) and F(a;Q)= ^

i<y<Q

where, as usual, we write e(z) for e2mz.

*(≪/) (1.1)

Theorem 2. There is a positive number n with the property that whenever

R<Pi, one has

＼
＼f(a-P1R)＼1da≪P^,

Jo

where ju7= 3.849408. Also, under the same hypotheses one has

＼
＼F(a;P)2f(oi;P:R)s'2＼doc≪P^ (. = 6,8,10),

Jo

where

H6 = 3.183428, //8= 4.594193, //10= 6.213431.

For comparison, the sharpest bounds available in the literature hitherto

arise by combining methods of Vaughan [14] and [15],and yield analogues of the

above conclusions in which

^6 = 3.1861407, ^=4.5951377, fil0= 6.2142036,

whence, by convexity,

//7= 3.8906392.

Here we note that both Ford [8] and Israilov and Allakov [10] have recorded

exponents which implicitly contain stronger estimates for //8 and yW10than those

recorded above. Unfortunately, however, both these sets of estimates are based on

the assumption that the parameter O4 arising in Vaughan's iterative method is

independent of the exponent A3, and a cursory examination of§4 of Vaughan [14]

reveals thisassumption to be unfounded. The exponents arisingin [8] and [10] are

consequently invalid (see the erratum [9]).

Throughout, e will denote a sufficientlysmall positive number. We use ≪

and ≫ to denote Vinogradov's well-known notation, with implicit constants
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depending at most on s. In an effort to simplify our analysis, we adopt the

following convention concerning the number e. Whenever e appears in a

statement, either implicitly or explicitly,we assert that for each e > 0, the

statement holds for sufficientlylarge values of the main parameter. Note that the

"value" of e may consequently change from statement to statement, and hence

also the dependence of implicit constants on e. Finally, when y is a real number

we write [y] for the greatest integer not exceeding y.

The authors are grateful to the referee for useful comments.

2. Mean Value Estimates for Smooth Weyl Sums

Before advancing to the main theme of our argument, we firstdiscuss the

non-trivial estimates for fractional moments of smooth Weyl sums mentioned in

connection with Theorem 2. We firstrequire some further notation. Let P and R

be positive real numbers, and recall the definition(1.1).When s is a real number,

we define the mean value US(P,R) by

U,(P,R)=
I

＼f(a;P,R)＼sdoi

Jo

We say that an exponent jusis permissible whenever the exponent has the property

that, for each e > 0, there existsa positive number rj= r/(s,s) such that whenever

R<P*, one has

Us(P,R)≪e,sP^+£.

It is a fact (see [19]) that for every positive number s, one has jns>

mzx{s/2,s ―4}. Moreover, in view of the trivial estimate for US(P,R), one

may always take /j,s< s for each s. It is convenient to describe an exponent 3S

as associated if the exponent jus= s/2 -f8S is permissible, and to describe an

exponent As as admissible if the exponent jus= s ―4 + As is permissible.

A discussion of the broad ideas underlying the calculation of permissible

exponents /is may be found in Wooley [19], and the particular case of cubic

smooth Weyl sums is discussed in detailin §2 of Baker, Briidern and Wooley [1],

and Briidem and Wooley [6].In order to treat biquadratic smooth Weyl sums

efficiently,we are forced to work somewhat harder with the methods of [19].

Lemma 2.1. Let u be a realnumber with u > 2,let v be a realnumber with

4w/3 < v < 2m, and suppose that 8U and Sv are associatedexponents. Then the

exponent Su+2 is associated,where

Su+2=Su{l-0)+＼ud
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e 2u ― v + 2(u3v ― v5u)

6u + 2v + 2(u5v ― v5u)
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Proof. Suppose that u and v satisfythe hypotheses of the statement of the

lemma, and write s = u + 2. Take ^ to be a real number with 0 < (j>< 1/4 to be

chosen later, and write

M = P*, H = PM~* and Q = PM~l.

We apply the argument of §4 of Wooley [19] with t ― 1. Since we may suppose

that juu= u/2 + Su and juv= u/2 + ^ are permissible exponents, on following the

argument of [19,§4] surrounding equations (4.2) and (4.3) of that paper, we find

that our choice for </>is determined from the equation

PMQ"≫ = pl/2H"/vM≫/vQWJ＼

Thus we take (j>= min{#, 1/4}, where 9 is defined as in the statement of the

lemma. We may now mimic the argument of the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [19,§4]

to deduce that

is permissible, and the conclusion of the lemma follows immediately.

We augment thislemma with a special method for estimating fiw.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that 8% is an associated exponent. Then the exponent

<$io= (9e$8+ 8)/ll

is associated,provided only that d＼$> 68/57.

Proof. This isimmediate from the proof of Theorem 4.3 of Vaughan [14]in

the case s = 5, given our definition of an associated exponent.

We note that the condition on S＼qcould be weakened with littleadditional

effort to 5＼o> 1, but in the present circumstances such is surplus to our re-

quirements. Next we consider the twelfth moment of the biquadratic smooth

Weyl sum.

Lemma 2.3. The exponent 8n = 2 is associated.

Proof. By considering the underlying diophantine equations, one obtains

Ul2{PiR)<
[

＼F(a-P)2f(a;P,R)l0＼d*

Jo
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and by Lemma 5.2 of Vaughan [14], the latter integral is O(P8). The desired

conclusion is therefore immediate from our definition of an associated exponent.

Finally, we recall a consequence of classical convexity bounds.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that s > 2 and that t < s. Whenever 6s-t and Ss+t are

associated exponents, then the exponent Ss = (Ss+t+Ss^t)/2 is also associated.

Proof. This is merely the analogue for biquadratic smooth Weyl sums of

Lemma 4.3 of Brudern and Wooley [6].

We now indicate how to calculate relatively strong associated exponents

using a computer in combination with Lemmata 2.1-2.4. One sets up an array of

known associated exponents Sjh (0 <j < /), for some step size h > 0 and upper

limit / (with / > 24//?), by using known bounds for Ss. Thus we have the

associated exponent Ss = 0 for 0 < s < 4 which follows from Hua's Lemma (see

Vaughan [16, Lemma 2.5]), on considering the underlying diophantine equations,

and the associated exponents

S6 = 0.250, <58= 0.619, <510= 1.233,

which are immediate from Table 4.1 of Vaughan [14]. Of course, sharper values

are available through the methods of Vaughan [15], but these do not assist us

in any significant manner. Furthermore, it is immediate from Lemma 2.3 that

Ss ― s/2 ― 4 is an associated exponent for s > 12. By making use of the convexity

argument of Lemma 2.4, one readily obtains associated exponents for inter-

mediate values of s. Next, for the interesting values of j with A/h <j< 12/h, one

may now calculate new associated exponents Sjh by means of Lemmata 2.1, 2.2

and 2.4. Observe that Lemma 2.1 may be applied with a range of possible values

for the parameter v, and so we examine all such permissible values of the shape

ih, for suitable integers /,in order to locate the optimal choice for this parameter.

By iterating this process for A/h <j < 12/h, one derives new collections of

associated exponents, and eventually this collection converges to some set of

limiting values. We note also that Lemma 2.4 may be employed in the form

Sjh < ＼{S{j-k)h + Su+k)h) (l<k<K),

for a suitable parameter K, in order to economise on the number of operations

required to obtain convergence of the iterative process.

In the table below we record associated exponents Ss for 4 < s < 12, rounded

up in the final displayed decimal place. These values were calculated by using a

step size of h = 0.005, although we record values only at intervals of 0.1. Since it
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is convenient in many circumstances to make use of admissible exponents As, we

record also in the table the values of A^ corresponding to each Ss, these being

related by means of the formula

5S = ＼s-4 + As.

We record also for each entry s the corresponding value of v employed in the

application of Lemma 2.1, when indeed Lemma 2.1 gives the optimal associated

exponent. When Lemma 2.4 is instead optimal, we record an asterisk in this

column, and in any other circumstance we leave this entry blank. We note that

for 8 < s < 10, and for 10 < s < 12, the associated exponents obtained by our

calculations were simply linear interpolations between S$ and d＼o,and between <5io

and Si2 respectively. We omit intermediate values, therefore, in the interests of

saving space, leaving it to the readers to perform such an interpolation for

themselves.

s

4.0

4.1

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

4.6

4.7

4.8

4.9

5.0

5.1

5.2

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

5.7

5.8

5.9

0.000000

0.000382

0.001816

0.004376

0.008265

0.013131

0.019098

0.026416

0.034677

0.043573

0.053081

0.063332

0.074546

0.086687

0.099788

0.113290

0.126989

0.140865

0.154904

0.169096

A,

2.000000

1.950382

1.901816

1.854376

1.808265

1.763131

1.719098

1.676416

1.634677

1.593573

1.553081

1.513332

1.474546

1.436687

1.399788

1.363290

1.326989

1.290865

1.254904

1.219096

V

4.200

4.400

4.600

4.800

5.000

5.200

5.400

5.600

5.800

6.000

6.200

6.400

6.600

6.710

6.680

6.645

6.600

6.555

6.510

s

6.0

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.6

6.7

6.8

6.9

7.0

7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.5

7.6

7.7

7.8

7.9

8.0

10.0

12.0

0.183428

0.198000

0.212998

0.228430

0.244340

0.260608

0.277254

0.294345

0.312077

0.330429

0.349408

0.369175

0.389840

0.411416

0.434081

0.457775

0.482580

0.508530

0.535705

0.564198

0.594193

1.213431

2.000000

A* v

1.183428 6.455

1.148000 6.400

1.112998 6.355

1.078430 6.325

1.044340 6.300

1.010608 6.275

0.977254 6.255

0.944345 *

0.912077 6.400

0.880429 *

0.849408 *

0.819175 6.800

0.789840 *

0.761416 *

0.734081 7.200

0.707775 *

0.682580 *

0.658530 7.600

0.635705 *

0.614198 *

0.594193 8.000

0.213431

0.000000
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We conclude by noting that Theorem 2 follows immediately from the above

discussion and table of exponents. A remark is in order, however, concerning the

conclusion of Theorem 2 in regards to the cases s = 6,8,10. Here one should

perform the efficientdifferencingprocess not by means of the methods of Wooley

[19], but instead by using the approach of Wooley [18](see especially the remark

concluding §3 therein).This facilitatesthe introduction of the classicalWeyl sums

F(a;P) into the picture. We then find ourselves in the situation discussed in [19,

§4], and so the exponents claimed in the table do indeed imply the estimates

recorded in Theorem 2 for s = 6,8,10.

3. Preliminaries to the Proof of Theorem 1

Let n be a large natural number, and write

p=[(＼n)l/3}, Y = n{/2＼ H = 4PY~4 and Q

Further, let 8 = 10~5,and write

M

= wl/4r-l

= ns, L = M(2Y)4 and V = {Xogn)8

(3.1)

(3.2)

We take 77to be a positive number sufficientlysmall in the context of Theorem 2,

and put i? = Pn'.It is convenient to modify the notation for exponential sums

introduced in §§1 and 2 by writing

We define also

Fp(a)= J2 '(≪*3)≫ *(≪) = E

and

P<x<2P
(x,p)=l

/(≪) =

zesf(Q,R)

i<y<e

e{az%

S(oc) = ＼g(a)f(a)6＼

Y<p<2Y

p = 2 (mod 3)

e(ay4)

FJa)2g(ap4)f(ap4)6

(3.3)

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

where here, and throughout, the summation in p is over prime numbers. Finally

define

r(n) = &(a)e(-noi)d<x.
Jo

(3.7)
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Then by orthogonality one finds that r{n) is equal to the number of integral

solutionsof the equation

n ― x＼ + 4 + (py)4 + (pzi)4 + ■■■+ (pze)4

with

P<xi< IP and (xt,p) = 1 (/ = 1,2),

l<y<Q, zjes/iQ.R) (1<;<6),

Y<p<2Y and p = 2 (mod3).

Since each integer w with 1 < w < 2≪1//4has at most 8 representations in the

shape w = pv with 7 < /?< 2 F and /?prime, it follows from the definition of v(≪)

in the introduction that v(n) ≫ r(n), and so the proof of Theorem 1 will be

completed on showing that r(≪)≫ H43/36(log≪)~1.

We estimate the integral (3.7) by means of the circle method. Our primary

Hardy-Littlewood dissection is defined as follows. Denote by 9H the union of the

major arcs

m{q,a) = {oce[0,l) : ＼qa.-a＼< Ln~1}

with 0 <a < q < L and (a, q) ― 1, and let m = [0,1)＼SR.In the firstphase of the

analysis, we apply an efficientdifferencing process restricted to minor arcs in

order to estimate the contribution of the arcs m to the integral (3.7). This process

transforms the latter quantity into a mean value over arcs n, defined to be the set

of real numbers a e [0,1) such that whenever a e Z and qeN satisfy (a,q) = 1

and ＼qcc―a＼< MQ~4, then one has q > M. The analysis of thisnew mean value

over n entails several pruning procedures, and we introduce new sets of major

and minor arcs to facilitatethe latter as the discussion unfolds. The second phase

of the analysis is devoted to obtaining an asymptotic formula for the contribution

of the arcs W to the integral (3.7).This again involves certain pruning operations,

the object being to thin the arcs W down to a controllable set ^B, which we define

to be the union of the arcs

y{q,a) = {*e [0,1) :＼0L-a/q＼<, Vn~1}

with 0 < a < q < V and (a, q) = 1. The arcs comprising ^ are sufficientlyfew

and narrow that technology by now familiar to experts is adequate to analyse the

behaviour of our generating functions on ^B.

We finish this section by extracting from §2 the mean value estimate for

smooth Weyl sums which underlies our treatment in the firstphase devoted to the

analysis of m.



/

＼

(≪)= £

P<y<2P

(4.2)

＼<h<H 2P+hp4<y<4P-hp4 V 7

(y,p)=i

y = h (mod 2) J

(4.1)^(a)e(-na) da

by engineering an efficientdifferencing process restrictedto minor arcs only. Such

procedures originatein work of Vaughan [13] on sums of four cubes, although in

the present situation one has differing degrees and odd moments on the scene.

Nonetheless, we are able to accomplish a relatively concise treatment by heavy

use of Vaughan's work.

Before proceeding further, we define the differenced exponential sum

1+29?

n(n)＼ < Q>p(oi)S{ai)daL.

Proof. Observe firstthat on applying the triangle inequality to (4.1), it

follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that

£

Y<p<2Y

p = 2 (mod 3)

Lemma 4.1. One has

%

I

.
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Lemma 3.1. One has

f
S(a)doc≪Q3M9U

Jo

Proof. We apply the conclusion of Theorem 2 in combination with

Holder's inequality to obtain from (3.5) the upper bound

S(a)da≪
Jo

( f
l/(≪)l7^

Jo

fa: ＼g(a)2f(a)4＼da

)■"

/,1 ＼V4M |&(a)2/(≪)VaJ

where ju= /u7/2+ (ju6+^)/4 < 3.86911. The conclusion of the lemma is

therefore immediate.

4. EfficientDifferencingRestrictedto Minor Arcs

In thissectionwe establishan upper bound for the integral

ri(n) =

Jm
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Y<p<2Y Jm

p = 2 (mod 3)

＼Fp(oc)＼2S(ap4)da

397

(4.3)

We now follow the argument of the proof of [13,Lemma 10],noting the modest

adjustments in notation between our setup here and that therein.Writing here

d ―p4 for a given prime number p occurringin the summation of (4.3),the

argument leading to equation (8.5)of [13] reveals that

[
＼Fp(a)＼2S(xp4)d≪<

f
d-lJ2

and moreover the argument completing the

applies,thus yieldingthe equation

dr

d-＼

A:=0

F(P,r,h)

Gh(p,<r)

S≫ = 2<R

and then define

/

V ＼<h<H

T

<

8

(a;y,0)= £

＼<h<H

a + k )

*
tx+ k )

)

2

S(ol) da, (4.4)

(4.5)

proof

d

= *,(≪)

of [13, Lemma 10] again

/3

.(V

d

The conclusion of the lemma is completed on collecting together (4.3),(4.4),(4.5).

In order to transform the conclusion of Lemma 4.1 into a satisfactorybound

for r＼(n),we must rework Lemmata 6, 8 and 10 of Vaughan [13] in the new

setting resulting from our definition (4.2). Our firststep along this path is to

remove the coprimality condition (y,p) = 1 from the definition of O^(a), and for

this purpose we employ the argument of [13, §51. Write

£

2P<y<4P

y = h (mod 2)

£

Y<p<mm{2Y,{P/h)l/4}

p = 2 (mod 3)

) E 41°*pv)

7 2Ppx+hpl<y<4Pp-{-hpl V 7

y = h (mod 2) /

＼F(och,y;h)Gh(ah＼6yh)＼,
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T2(p)=＼Ep(a)S(a)da, T3 =
I

Jn JO

S(a) doc,

Ts(y,0)=
f
T(a;y,e)S(a)da

Jn

Lemma 4.2. One has

£

Y<p<2Y

p = 2 (mod 3)

I

.
%{a)S{<x)da≪PYT3 + {logP) sup Ts(y,0) +

0<y<l
0= +1

(4.6)

(4.7)

Y<p<2Y

n = 2 (mod 3)

(4.8)

Proof. The proof of [13, Lemma 6] (see, in particular, equations (5.13) and

(5.26) of [13]) establishes the conclusion of the lemma, on accounting for the

substitution here ofp4 in place of/?3. Two remarks are in order for the purpose

of clarification. First, on combining (5.14) and (5.20) of [13], it is evident that the

error term in (5.22) therein may be replaced here by a term of order

h＼ S(a) da < PT3,

Jo

whence the contribution arising from this term in (4.8) is O(PYTi) (the reader

may compare equation (5.26) of [13]). Second, on the bottom of page 142 of [13],

the condition p < (P/(2h))1'3 should read p < (P//*)1 , and we have corrected

this minor error in the definition of Gh(p,a) above. This adjustment is harmless

both in the argument of [13, §6], and in what follows herein.

The estimation of the first term on the right hand side of (4.8) is essentially

trivial in view of the conclusion of Lemma 3.1.

that

Lemma 4.3. One has

PYT3≪n43/36'^.

Proof. Recalling (3.1), (4.6) and the conclusion of Lemma 3.1, one finds

PYT3 = PY
f'

S(a)da≪PYQ3M9U≪n43/26-93

and hence the conclusion of the lemma is immediate.
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We next discuss the contribution of the second term on the right hand side of

(4.8).

Lemma 4.4. One has

(logP) SUp ^5(7, <9) ≪ w43/36-5/26

0<y<l
e=+＼

Proof. We make use of §6 of Vaughan [13], adjusting the argument there

to fitour present situation.We begin by observing that the argument of the proof

of [13, Lemma 7] (see also the proof of Lemma 3.1 of Vaughan [14]) shows that

whenever a e R, and a e Z and q e N satisfy ＼qa―a＼< q~x and (≪,q) = 1, then

one has

J2 ＼F(ah,y]h)＼2≪Pe(P2H(q+Q4＼qa-a＼)-l+PH + q + Q4＼qa-a＼). (4.9)

＼<h<H

Next, since H3/4Y2 ≪ HY, the argument used to establish[13, Lemma 8] shows

that whenever cue R, and a e Z and q e N satisfy (a,q) = 1, q < Q4H~2/4 and

＼qa-a＼< H3/4O'4, then one has

J2 ＼Gh(och3,9yh)＼2≪ PE(HY2(q + Q4＼qot- a＼yl/3 + HY)

＼<h<H

(4.10)

Experts may care to note that the exponent 1/3 in the last expression is a

consequence of the summation in the definition of Gf,(p,(j)being over prime

numbers, the corresponding exponent arising from composite numbers being 1/4.

Equipped with the basic estimates (4.9) and (4.10), our attack on the proof of

the lemma is achieved in three stages. Let R denote the union of the intervals

R(q,a) = {a e [0,1) : ＼qa- a＼< PQ~4}

with 0 < a < q < P and (a, q) = 1, and write I = [0,1)＼K.In the firststage of our

offensive, we estimate the contribution to the mean value (4.7) arising from the

arcs I £ n. Suppose that a e I. By Dirichlet'sapproximation theorem, there exist

aeZ and qeN with 1 < q < P~lQ4, (a, q) = 1 and ＼qa- a＼< PQ~4 < q~l.By

the definition of f, moreover, one necessarily has q > P, and hence by (4.9),

sup!

aef y ＼<h<H

＼F(ah,r,h)＼2

)

≪ Pl+EH + P~lQ4 ≪ Pl+eH

A second application of Dirichlet'sapproximation theorem reveals that there exist
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aeZ and qeN with 1 < q < Q4H~3/＼ {a, q) = 1 and ＼qa- a＼< H3/4Q~4. The

definition of f again requires that q > P, and consequently it follows from (4.10)

that

sup

aef y

E

＼<h<H

＼Gh(ah＼dyh)＼2

)

≪Pe{HY2p-[/3 + HY) ≪ PeHY.

On recalling (4.6) and (3.1), therefore, an application of Cauchy's inequality

reveals that

f
Y(a;y,0)S(a) doc≪ P£(PY)l/2HT3 ≪ Pl+EYT3,

h

whence by Lemma 4.3,

[
Y(ot;y,6)S(a)dtx≪n43/36-d. (4.11)

In the second stage of our offensive,we prune down to a set of arcs narrower

and sparser than ft. Let 2 denote the union of the intervals

2(q,a) = {ae[0,＼):＼qaL-a＼< Y3Q~4}

with 0 < a < q < Y3 and (a,q) = 1, and write I = [0,l)＼fi.Suppose that a e I.

By Dirichlet's approximation theorem, there exist a e Z and q e N with

1 < q < H-3/4Q4, (a,q) = 1 and ＼qa- a＼< H3/4Q~4. The definition of fimplies,

moreover, that q + Q4＼qoc―a＼> Y3, and hence by (4.10),

sup!
＼<h<H

＼Gh(ah＼0yh)＼2 ≪ PSHY.

Thus we deduce from Cauchy's inequality and (4.9) that whenever

a e &(q, a) flI c ft n I, one has

T(a; y, 0) ≪ Pl+£HYl/2(q + Q4＼qa - a＼)~l/2.

Define the function A (a) for a e [0,1) by taking

A(a) = (tf+gV-a|)-＼

when a e ft(#, a) c: ft3 and by taking A(a) to be zero otherwise. Then on recalling

(3.5) and (4.6), we obtain

f
Y(oL',y,d)S(oL)doL≪Ii (4.12)
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h = Pl+£HYl/2
[

A(a)1/2|0(a)/(a)V≪- (4.13)

Observe next that Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 4.6 of Vaughan [16] together

imply that for a e $k(q,a) c ft,one has

0(<x)≪ QA(a)l/4 + (q + Q4＼qa- a＼)l/2+e≪ gA(a)1/4 + Pl/2+£.

Then on substitutinginto (4.13),we obtain

h ≪ Pl+eHYl/2QI2 + P3/2+eHY]/2I3, (4.14)

where

A(a)3/4|/(a)|6^a and /3

Plainly, by (3.4) one has

=
f

A(a)1/2|/(a)|6</a. (4.15)

/(a)|4= 5>(/M/a)

leZ

where ij/(l)denotes the number of solutions of the equation z＼+ z＼―z＼ ―z＼ = l

with Zj g s/(Q,R) (1 < / < 4). Observe that by Hua's Lemma (see Lemma 2.5 of

Vaughan [16]) and an elementary counting argument, one has

<A(0)≪Q2+£ and £^(/) = /(0)4≪24.

leZ

Then by Lemma 2 of Briidern[2],we have

f
A(a)|/(a)|Va ≪ QE'4(PQ2+e + Q4) ≪ Q＼ (4.16)

Then on applying Holder'sinequalityto (4.15)in combination with (4.16),and

recallingLemma 2.3 and Theorem 2, respectively,we deduce that

and

h<

h<

I
＼3/4/,l xl

ft

A(a)|/(a)|4rfaJ (J ＼f{*)＼12d*)
/4

≪ Q2+s
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where jUo= 4.594193. Collecting together (3.1),(4.12) and (4.14) we conclude that

T(a; y,0)S{tx)da ≪ Pl+EHY1/2Q3 + py2+sHYl/2Q^2

(4.17)

We now come to the third and final phase of our attack. When

a g 2(q,a) £=£, one has q + Q4＼qct― a＼< Y3 < P, and moreover the estimates

(4.9) and (4.10) hold. An application of Cauchy's inequality therefore yields

where

T(a; y,O)S(a) da ≪ Pl+EHYI4,

h

Jain

A(af3＼g(<x)f(oL)e＼da

(4.18)

(4.19)

But by Weyl's inequality (see, for example, Lemma 2.4 of Vaughan [16]),one has

sup|^(a)|≪e1+eM-1/8.

aert

Then on applying Holder's inequality to (4.19), recalling(4.16), and noting the

estimate reported in the proof of Lemma 2.3, we obtain

u<

≪

(sup|fif(a)|

＼aen

e3M-l/24_

(I A(a)|/(a)|4Ja

) a: xl/3

＼g(a)2f(oc)m＼doc)

On recalling (3.1), we therefore find from (4.18) that

T(a; y,d)S(a)da ≪ Pl+EHYQ3M-l/24 ≪ n43/36~8/25 (4.20)

Since n is the union of the sets f, RC＼l and fifln, we conclude from (4.11),

(4.17) and (4.20) that

f
Y(a;y,6)S(a)d(x≪n43/36's/25,

.In

and hence the conclusion of the lemma is immediate from (4.7).

Finally, we consider the contribution of the third term on the right hand side

of (4.8).
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Lemma 4.5. One has

E T^p)≪

Y<p<2Y
p = 2 (mod 3)

43/36-<5
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Proof. We apply the argument on pages 155 and 156 of Vaughan [13], but

firstpause to record some notation. Let X denote the union of the intervals

X{q,a) = {a e [0,1) : ＼qa- a＼< H2Y-2Q'4}

with 0 < a < q < H2Y~2. Also, define the function A*(a) for a e [0,1) by taking

A≫ = fo+ev-fl|)-＼

when ae'X(q,a) el, and by taking A*(a) to be zero otherwise. Suppose that

a en. Then an inspection of the argument on pages 155 and 156 of [13] reveals

that in the current setting.

]T |Hp(a)|≪ P1+eY + pV2+eY-i/2

Y<p<2Y
p = 2(mod 3)

except possibly when there is a natural number q with

＼＼qoc＼＼<(H2Y-2)Q-4 and q<H2Y~2

(4.21)

(4.22)

Note, in particular,that the parameter Q used in the argument of pages 155 and

156 of [13] is,in our notation, of order PY~l. Since any real number a e [0,1)

satisfying(4.22) must liein %, we deduce from the argument on page 156 of [13]

tliQttVifr>rvmtriKiiti/-vnin

Y<p<2Y
p = 2 (mod 3)

arising from these exceptional a is at most

pl+err A*{a)1/2S{a)da. (4.23)

In view of (3.1), moreover, one has H2Y 2 < P, and hence we have ZC＼n ^ ft,

so that a comparison of (4.13) and (4.23) reveals that the expression (4.23) is

O(I＼).Consequently, on recalling (3.1), (4.6) and (4.21), we arrive at the upper
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J2 T2(p)≪Pl+eYT3+Iu

Y<p<2Y
p = 2(mod3)

and thus the conclusionof thelemma followsfrom Lemma 4.3 and the argument

leading from (4.12) to (4.17).

In order to complete the analysisof thissection,it remains now only to

collecttogether the conclusions of Lemmata 4.1-4.5 in order to deduce that

|n(≪)|≪≪43/36-'5/26. (4.24)

5. Major Arcs without a Difference,I

We now turn our attentionto the estimationof the integral

r2(n) = &(a.)e(-naL)dai (5.1)

that supplies the expected mam term in our application of the Hardy-Littlewood

method. The object of this section is to prune the fairlywide major arcs 'M down

to the thin set ^3 on which a conventional analysis of smooth Weyl sums is

available. Before launching into the firstpruning operation, we pause to discuss

the approximants to generating functions on W.

We define

and

S(q,a) =
£e(

r=＼

ar3/q), S(q,a,p) = S(q,a) -p lS(q,ap3)

T(q,a) =

q

eiar'/q)

(5.2)

(5.3)

Notice that for 1 < q < Y and p > Y one has p ＼q, and hence by a change of

variablesone obtains

S{q,ap3) = S{q,a) and T(q,ap4) = T{q,a). (5.4)

We define the multiplicative function ic{q) on prime powers nl (/ e N) by means

of the equations

K(nv) = 7t-', K(n3l+l) = In-1-1'2, k{ti31+2)= tT'"1, (5.5)

and similarly define the multiplicative function X(q) on prime powers nl (I e IV)
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via the equations

k{nM)=n-＼ /I(7r4/+1)= 3^/-1/2, a{uai+1) = iCl-＼
/1(tt4/+3)= n^1. (5.6)

Then it follows from Lemmata 4.3-4.5 of Vaughan [16] that whenever q e N and

ae Z satisfv (a, a) = 1. one has

q-l＼S(q,a)＼≪K(q), q~l＼T(q,a)＼≪ X{q)

and moreover that when p = 2 (mod 3) is a prime,

q-l＼S(q,a,p)＼ ≪?c(q).

We also define

e(/3y3) dy and w(fi)

and

e{fiyA)dy

Next define the functionsF* and g* for ae [0,1) by taking

F:(a)=q-lS(q,a,p)v(a-a/q)

g*M = q-lT{q,ap4)W{p＼*-a/q))

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.9)

(5.10)

(5.11)

when a e $)l(q,a) ^ 901, and by taking each of these functions to be zero

otherwise. Then it follows from Theorem 4.1 of Vaughan [16] that for any a e R,

a e Z, and q e N, and for any prime p <2Y, one has

Fp{ol)- q~lS(q,a,p)v(a - a/q) ≪ ql'2+e(i +P3＼a- a/q＼)1'2

and

g(ap4) - q~lT{q,ap4)w(p＼a - a/q)) ≪ ql/2+s(l + Q4 Y4＼a- a/q＼)l'＼

whpnrp for n (=■̂0? nrtp ha≪

Fp(a)-F;(oc)≪Ll/2+e and g(≪pA) - gfa) ≪ Ll'2+e (5.12)

Before proceeding further, we define an auxiliary set of major arcs. When X

is a real number with 1 < X < L, define the set of major arcs 2B(Z) to be the

union nf th^ intervals

VB(q,a) = {a e [0,1): ＼qa- a＼< Xn~1},

with 0 < a < q < X and (a,q) = 1. We now describethe main pruning lemma of

thissection,the proof of which should be compared with that of Lemma 3.3 of
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Briidern,Kawada and Wooley [51.Write

*(≪) = £ ＼F;(a)2f(ap4)4＼

Y<p<2Y
p = 2 (mod 3)

Lemma 5.1. Suppose that X is a real number with ＼< X < L. Then

Jasm
#(a) da.≪ XeP~l YQ4(log Y)~l.

Proof. For each prime pe(Y,2Y] with p = 2 (mod3), and for each

<xeWS(q,a) ^ 3Q8(x),it follows from the argument leading to equation (6.5)of

Briidern[4] that

F;{ol)2≪K{q)2P2{l+P'＼a-a/q＼)-＼

and moreover that when p2＼q,one has

W2 = o.

Thus we find that

L,^(a)d0(<<p
,<?/(?) r£J-

S
(i+^iad2

*･ (5-13)

2y (a,q)=l

Let cq(h) be Ramanujan's sum, which we define by

Write also

Then it follows that

Ca(h)

q

E

(a,q) = l

e(ah/q).

＼j/(x)= x＼ + x＼ - x＼ - xj

£ ＼f{p＼a/q + P))＼A= E c≪(pM*)HPpAiKx))

(a,q)=l

Making use of the convention that (q,0) = q, the familiar estimate ＼cq(h)＼< (q,h)

therefore leads from (5.13) to the upper bound
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f
<${≪)da≪p-x J2 <tf E E (*./*(*))･

j9BW ＼<q<X Y<p<2Y X＼,...,X4es4{Q,R)
P2Xq

When p1 Jfq, one has

(q,p*Mx))<(p,a)(qMiL)).

407

(5.14)

Also, as in the argument leading to (3.7)of Briidern,Kawada and Wooley [5],

one readilyestablishesthat

V (p,q)≪XEY(logYyl.

Y<p<2Y

Then it follows from (5.14) that

9B(A') l<q<X ＼<X],...,x4<Q

(5.15)

Next write p(d) for the number of solutions of the congruence if/(x)=

0 (modd) with 1 < xt < d (1 < / < 4). Then by sorting the x, into residue classes

modulo d, it follows that whenever a < Q, one has

J2 (<7,<aw) < YS~Qd~x+ l)4dp(d)≪ Q4J2d~2p(d)

l<xu...,x4<Q d＼q d＼q

On the other hand, by orthogonalityone has

p(d ) = d-'J2＼T(d,a)＼4<d-*

a=＼

y>,*)4
a=＼

'(
d a

(d,a)'(d,a)

In view of (5.7), therefore, one has p(d) ≪ aid), where

a(d)= d3T*(d/(d,a))4 = d'Tn(f)4.
a=＼ f＼d

)
4

(5.16)

(5.17)

But X(f) is a multiplicative function of /, and thus a{d) is likewise a

multiplicativefunction of d. Since from (5.17) we find that for each prime n and

natural nnmhpr h nnp ha≪

we deduce from (5.6) that

a(nh) = n3h

h
E

1=0

nlk(nl)A
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and for h > 2,

a{nh) <Unlh

Consequently, when h

and when h > 2,

a(n) <Sl7i3{l+7i~l),

l+n~l +

1,

h
£

/=o

h
£

1=0

4
E

1=2

n1-4 + ][>'(K-'/4)4)

'=5 /

n-va(nl) < 200

n 3W) <
h

£

/=o

81/<81/z2.

< Slhn3h.

In view of the multiplicativeproperty of cr(d),we therefore conclude from (5.16)

that for a < Q, one has

E

1 <xi,...,x4<O

(q^(x)) ≪ Q4v(q) (5.18)

where v{q) denotes the multiplicative function of q defined on prime powers nl

(/ g AT) by taking v(nh) = 200/z2 (h > 1).

We next recall the definition(5.5) of ic{q),and note that for each prime n,

one has

and

K{n)2v{n) < 20007Tl

cc oc
^K{nh)2v(nh) < 2000 ^Vtt

h=2 h=2

2A/3
<<

_-4/3

Then since K(q)2v(q)is a multiplicativefunction of q, we deduce that

J2 K(q)2v(q)≪ [T(i+2ooo^-1)≪jr£.

l<q<X n<X

On substituting(5.18)into (5.15),we thereforeconclude that whenever X < L,

Ji&iX)

g(<x)dot≪XEp-lY{logY)-[Q4 Yl

＼<q<X

≪ X2EP-1 YQ4"(log F)"1

This completes the proof of the lemma.

K(q)2v(q)
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Our firststep in the analysis of the integral in (5.1) is to replace the implicit

occurrences of Fp(a) by their approximations F*(oi). In this context, define

^(a)= E F;(*)29(≪P*)f(*P4)6

Y<p<2Y
/>=2 (mod3)

Lf.MMA 5.2. Onp has

ri{n) =
I

JFi(a)e(-wa) da + O(n43/36-*)
Jan

Proof. Observe first that by (5.12),

iV(oc)2 - Fp*(a)2 ≪ L[/2+£＼F;(oc)＼+ L1+e,

and so by (3.6), (5.1) and (5.19), one has

r2(n) - 3F＼(oc)e(-noc) doc ≪ J＼+ J2,
Jam

and

J＼ L＼+e J2
f

＼g(*PA)A≪P4)6＼d*

d=2 fmod3)

Jl
Li/2+£ ^2

Y<p<2Y

p = 2 (mod 3)

Jto

(5.19)

＼F;(ot)g(oLP4)f(oLp4)6＼doc

But bv a chanee of variable, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that

Ka/)/(a/)V*<
J'

Jo
|0(a)/(a)V≪≪23-86911,

and so from the definition(3.2) of L togetherwith (3.1),

Jl≪n^Y5Q3M9U≪n43/36-3S.

On the otherhand, by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequalities,one has the upper bound

j1≪vj＼iij＼i＼

where

J3= E
f

l^≫29(a/)/(≪/)V≪.
Y<jLlY J

o=2(mod3*1
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But by estimating g(ap4) and f{ocp4) trivially,we obtain

h ≪ Q3 #(<x) doi

whence by Lemma 5.1 we deduce from (3.1) and (3.2)that

J3≪ P£~lYQ1 ≪ n43/36+e.

Thus we conclude that

ri(n) -
JSK

^Mei-n^da ≪ n^'^ +nE{n^^)x/＼n4^)XI2

and the conclusion of the lemma is immediate.

As the next step in our analysisof ^(72),we replace the exponential sum

g{ocp4)by its approximant g*(a).In thiscontext,define

<F2{*) = Y, ^/(≪)^;(a)/(a/)6

Y<p<2Y
p =2 (mod3)

Lemma 5.3. One has

r2(n) =
f

^2{oc)e{-na) dot + O(n43/36-s)
Jm

(5.20)

Proof. First observe that by (5.19), (5.20) and Lemma 5.2, we have

where

n{n)
Jaw

JF2(aW-≪a) da≪K + n43/36-3,

p = 2 (mod 3)

(5.21)

＼F;(≪)2f(*p4)e(g(*P4)-g;(oL))＼da

But on recalling (5.12), and applying a trivialestimate for f(ccp4), one obtains

K≪L^Q> £ [ |iy(a)2/(a/)V≪-

p = 2(mod 3)

But m = m{L), so that Lemma 5.1 yields

K≪(Ll/2+EQ2)(P£-lYQ4).
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The upper bound K ≪ ≪43/365 follows from (3.1) and (3.2) via a smidgeon of

computation, and the proof of the lemma is completed on substituting the latter

bound into (5.21).

Finally, we prune down from the arcs 501 to the narrow set SQ.

Lemma 5.4. One has

r2(n) &2{<x)e{-na) da + O(≪43/36(log≪)~1-<5/5)

Proof. On recalling(5.9) and applying partial integration, one obtains the

bound

w{p)≪ q{＼+ evir1/4.

Thus we deduce from (5.6),(5.7) and (5.11) that when a e W{q,a) ^ $FJ;one has

g;(a)≪Q(q+Q4＼p＼qot-a)＼yl/＼

whence for a e 2B(2Jr)＼2B(jr) one has

g*p(a)≪ gX-1/4. (5.22)

Next we observe that 2B(F) £ ^P, and hence 9W＼$ is contained in the union of

the sets

*B(X)=W(2X)＼W{X),

where we put X ― 2lV, and take the union with / > 0 satisfying 2lV < L. On

making use of a trivialbound for f(p4a), we find from (5.20) and (5.22) that

whence by Lemma 5.1,

Jssm

E l^≫2/(*/)Va

Y<p<2Y
p = 2 (mod 3)

＼&i{*)＼da ≪ (Q*X-1I*){XEP-X YQ4(log Y)'1)

≪ X-^SP-1YQ7(log Y)'1.

On summing over the aforementioned values of /,we find that the totalcon-

tributionarisingfrom the union of the arcs 33(2'F) yieldsthe upper bound
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JwVP
|#2(≪)|dot≪ P1 FQ^logn)-1^5

The conclusion of the lemma therefore follows from (3.1) and (3.2) with a modest

computation.

6. Major Arcs without a Difference,II

The remaining obstructions to the proof of Theorem 1 offer only token

resistance,and we pause merely to introduce some additional notation. Write cn

for p{rj~x),where p{t) is the Dickman function (see, for example, §12.1 of

Vaughan [16]).For our purposes here it sufficesto note only that when rj> 0 one

has cn > 0. Next define the function f*{u) for a e [0,1) by taking

//(a) = crlq-lT(q,ap4)w(P4(u-a/q))

when a.ety(q,a) c= <p? and by taking f*(oc) to be zero otherwise. As a conse-

quence of Lemma 8.5 of Wooley [17] (see also Lemma 5.4 of Vaughan [14] for a

related conclusion), one has for ae^ that

/te4)-/;(≪)≪G(iog≫r1/4. (6.i)

Suppose that a e ty(q,a) £ ^3. Then q < V < Y, and hence for p > Y one has

(p,q) = 1. A change of variables therefore reveals that T(q,ap4) = T(q,a), and a

further change of variables shows that

w{p4{a - a/q)) = p~lwp(a - a/q),

where we write

Wp(fi) =
J

e(PyA)dy

Thus we obtain that for a e ty(q,a)^ ^3, one has

f*(a) = Cr,{pq)~lT(q,a)wp(oL- a/q),

and in the same circumstances a similar argument leads from (5.11)

relation

0≪*(°O= (Pi) l t{Q, a)wp(cc - a/q)

Lemma 6.1. One has

&2{a)e{-n<x) da ≫ n*3/36{logn)~l

(6.2)

(6.3)

to the

(6.4)
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Proof. We begin by replacingthe exponentialsum f{ap4) in (5.20)by its

approximant f*{<x).Since the measure of ^ is O(V3n~l), on making trivial

estimatesfor F*, g* and /(a/?4),it follows from (5.20) and (6.1) that

f
^(txW-nai) da -

I
^{a)e{-not) da ≪(V3n'l)(Q{lognyl/4)P2Q6Y(log Y)'＼

where

#3 (a) E F>)V(a)/;(a)6
Y<p<2Y

p= 2(mod 3)

Hence, with a littlecomputation one arrives at the conclusion

(6.5)

[
3?2(oi)e(-n(x)da -

f
&3(ai)e(-n<x) doc≪ n43/36(logn)-1-'5. (6.6)

Observing next that when q< Y and p>Y one has S(q,ap3) = S(q,a), it

follows from (5.2) that S(q,a,p) = (1 - p~l)S(q,a), and hence on substituting

from (5.10), (6.3) and (6.4) into (6.5), we obtain

J
,

where

and

^(a)e(-nx)da = c≪ T (1 - p~l)2/tVo(#i,/0 V A(q,n), (6.7)

Y<p<2Y

o = 2 (mod 3)

Jo(n,p)

(Vrr1

-F≪-'

A(q,n) = q 9

q

£

a=＼

{a,q) = ＼

＼<q<V

wp(p)7e(-n/J)df]

S(q,a)2T(q,a)7e(-na/q)

(6.8)

(6.9)

In order to make further progress we complete the singular integral Jo(n,p)

tn nhtain a npw one

J(n,p)=
f

v^)2wp{p)1e{-np)dp.

J―CO

On recalling (5.9) and (6.2), a partialintegration yields the bounds

v(P) ≪ P(l + P3＼p＼yl and wP{p)≪pQ{l + {pQ)*＼P＼rllA

(6.10)
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On substituting these bounds into (6.8) and (6.10), we deduce that for

Y < p < 2 F, one has

(00
P2{pQ)＼l+nf})-l5IAdp≪P2{pQ)1V-2n-'. (6.11)

Vn~l

We may rewrite (6.10) in the form

f00

J(n,p) =

J ― 00

<Piy＼ + y＼+ yi + ･･･ + yi - ≫))dydfi,

where

≫(/>)= [p,2P]2x[o>jPe]7.

Since for Y < p < 2Y it is immediate from (3.1) that

an application of Fourier's integral formula rapidly establishes that

J(n,p) ≫n2/3+7/4-1. (6.12)

Next we consider the singular series,which we complete to obtain

00
c(/!)=$>(*,#!). (6.13)

q=＼

Recalling first(5.5)―(5.7),it is immediate that

S(q, a) ≪ q2/3 and T(q, a) ≪ q2/＼

whence we deduce from (6.9) that

A(q,n) ≪ q-＼q2/3)2{q3/4)7≪ ^17/12. (6.14)

Thus it follows from (6.13) that the series c(≪) is absolutely convergent, and

moreover that

c(≪)- Yl A(^n)≪ E
＼<q<V

Next write

con{n) =

q>V

0-17/12 ≪ K-l/3

00

h=0

(6.15)

n) (6.16)



(i-/>-') V

whence an elementary estimate for the number of primes in arithmeticpro-
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Then by (6.14)it follows that for each prime n one has

con(n)- 1≪ tT17/12.

415

(6.17)

But the standard theory of exponential sums shows that A (q, n) is a multiplicative

function of q (see, for example, §2.6 of Vaughan [16]),and hence we may rewrite

S(≪) as an absolutely convergent product

s(n)=n c,(≪).

77

Next we observe that the argument underlyingthe proof of Lemma 2.12 of

Vaughan [16] shows that when h > 1, one has

u

1=0

tes the number of incongruent solutic

x? + x＼+ X3 H h xj = ≪ (mod nh)

where Q(nh,n) denotes the number of incongruent solutionsof the congruence

(6.18)

In particular,it follows from (6.16) that con(n) is real and non-negative. When n

is not equal to 3 and h = 1, it follows from the Cauchy-Davenport Theorem (see

Lemma 2.14 of [16]) that the congruence (6.18) is soluble with n)(x＼. When

nh = 9, on the other hand, an instant computation shows that the congruence

(6.18) is again soluble with n)(x＼. Then the methods of§2.6 of Vaughan [16],in

combination with (6.17), therefore show that for a sufficientlylarge but fixed

oositive number C. one has

(6.19)

uniformly in n.

We may now swiftly overwhelm the final defenses of Lemma 6.1. First we

substitute(6.19) into (6.15), and also substitute(6.12) into (6.11), to deduce that

J2 A(q,n)≫l and J0(n,p) ≫n2/3+1/4~l

＼<q<V

Then on recalling (

1

6.7),we deduce that

^3(oc)e(-noc)da≫n17/12 ^

Y<p<2Y
p = 2 (mod 3)
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gressionsleads to the lower bound

f
#3(a)e(-na)^a≫≪17/12r-6(logF)"1.

Then by (3.1) and (6.6), we finallyobtain

f
^2{oi)e{-noi)doL≫n4i/36{logn)-＼＼ + 0{(＼ogn)-s)),

and the conclusion of the lemma follows immediately.

Theorem 1 now follows almost instantaneously. Collecting together the

conclusions of Lemmata 5.4 and 6.1, one obtains

r2(n)≫≪43/36(log≪)-1,

and yet (4.24) provides the estimate

r1(≪)≪n43/36^26.

Then in view of (3.7),(4.1) and (5.1), it follows that

r{n) = n(n) + r2{n)≫ n43/36(log≪r＼

and thus the lower bound v(n) ≫ r{n) discussed in §3 confirms the conclusion of

Theorem 1.
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